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Mixed motor sports props - the new betting
trend in time for Memorial Day weekend
On May 28th, the iconic cities of Monaco, Indianapolis, and Charlotte will come alive with the
thrill and spills of high-octane motor sports and BetUS is set to amplify the excitement with an
innovative Mixed Motor Sports betting menu, meticulously curated to cater to every fan’s taste,
whether their heart bets for Formula 1, IndyCar, NASCAR – or in the case of our newest
wagering options – all of the above!  

For example, how about placing a bet on your choice of Pato O'Ward or Scott Dixon to conquer
the Indy 500 while Max Verstappen triumphs at the Monaco GP? Either of these parlay-style
bets offer far bigger returns than betting the drivers individually, paying out $1,000 for every
$100 bet (+900 odds).   

Looking for an even bigger payout? BetUS offers the option to predict podium finishers.  Our
top combination features O’Ward, Verstappen, and NASCAR’s Kyle Larson – a trio that, if they
all secure a top three finish, could net bettors an impressive $2,600 for every $100 bet (+2500
odds). 

But the thrills don’t stop there.  At BetUS, fans can wager on their favorite racing teams’
performances, and we’re even offering betting lines on qualification rounds.  Whether it’s the
pursuit of fastest lap times, pole positions, or betting on the collective performance of a team,
BetUS has a customized wager for every fan’s preference.   

As fans gear up for the Memorial Day weekend races, your audience has the opportunity to add
to the adrenaline and even leverage their motor sports knowledge and passion for profit.  Our
customers tell us that the only thing that makes auto racing more exciting is having a “horse”
(or car!) in the race, as the saying goes. 

Feel free to contact me if you could use additional information, quotes or images to support
your coverage of any of these races.  Our expert analysts are also available for additional
commentary or interview, and have years of experience as guests on television, radio and
podcasts.   
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ABOUT BETUS

A new generation of recreational gamers is emerging across North America and as the largest, longest running
online sportsbook no one is better equipped than BetUS.com.pa to serve them. Recognized as one of the oldest
and most respected online entertainment companies for more than 25 years, BetUS is proud to offer customers
from all over the world an unparalleled level of experience and industry expertise unmatched by any other
sportsbook. Since 1994 BetUS’s mission has been to provide recreational sports bettors the highest level of
customer service, ease of play, and confidence to indulge their passion for wagering. Whether it is sports,
breaking news, politics, Hollywood gossip, current events, stock predictions, and even weather, BetUS has got
your game!
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